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Do you need support with formulating or implementing your low-emission development 
strategy (LEDS)? The LEDS Global Partnership’s (LEDS GP) Remote Expert Assistance 
on LEDS (REAL) service can help. REAL is a global advisory network providing timely, 
high-quality, no-fee technical assistance to developing countries on LEDS analysis, 
finance, energy, transportation, and waste questions. The LEDS GP has established an 
international team of experts to provide objective advice, reviews, brief assessments, 
and data collection and recommendations on sources of longer-term support for 
developing countries. Learn more about REAL at http://ledsgp.org/assistance.

Meet one of REAL’s finance experts,
Ari Huhtala, Director of Policy and Programmes at the 
Climate and Development Knowledge (CDKN). 
An economist from Finland, Ari’s background includes industrial 
development, technology and investment promotion, and 
environmental financing. His experience includes UNDP in Hanoi 
and Dhaka, UNIDO in Vienna and representative in Bangkok, 
manager for cleaner production financing at UNEP Paris, 
environmental advisor to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland, 
team leader for a KfW environmental credit line in Indonesia, 
and leader of a cluster on climate financing for the World Bank’s 
Environmental Department. Ari is one of the REAL experts available 
to consult on your LEDS-related finance questions.

REMOTE EXPERT 
ASSISTANCE 
ON LEDS
Connecting members with  
world-class experts on  
low emission development



The Low Emission Development Strategies (LEDS) Global Partnership was founded in 2011 to 
enhance coordination, information exchange, and cooperation among countries and international 
programs working to advance low-emission, climate-resilient growth. The LEDS Global Partnership 
currently brings together LEDS leaders and practitioners from more than 120 countries and 
international institutions through innovative peer learning and collaboration forums and networks. 
For the full list of participants and more information on partnership activities, see ledsgp.org.
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JOIN US
The LEDS GP is open to all interested 
parties who agree to our operating princi-
ples. There are many ways to participate 
in the LEDS Global Partnership. Become a 
member. Attend an event. Subscribe to our 
newsletters. Or share LEDS resources.  
To learn how, please visit ledsgp.org/join.

REAL provides assistance to support development of LEDS 
strategies and programs on the following topics: 
 § Methods and tools for assessing LEDS baselines and goals, 

technology and policy options and pathways, and impacts 
 § Strategies and measures for mobilizing private and public 

investment in LEDS priorities
 § Understanding and communicating the impacts and benefits  

of LEDS
 § Policies and programs for implementing climate-resilient low-

emission energy, waste, and transport measures.
Example Energy Request.  Mauritius requested assistance 
with developing a scheme for replacing electric and natural gas 
water heaters with solar hot water systems across the island nation. 
Assistance included an assessment of the impacts of the current 
program and recommendations for expanding the program to the 
commercial and industrial sectors.
Example Finance Request. The Chilean Ministry of the 
Environment, Office of Climate Change requested information on 
Climate Public Expenditure and Institutional Reviews (CPEIRs).  
REAL provided information on CPEIRs, including considerations for 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) reporting. It also 
connected staff with the UNDP CPEIR program and Indonesian 
government personnel who are facing similar challenges, resulting in 
a peer-to-peer learning opportunity. 

REQUESTING ASSISTANCE
REAL supports requests from developing country LEDS teams, 
including government agencies and consultants, technical 
institutions, and NGOs that are working directly with country 
governments to plan and implement their LEDS. Teams may submit 
multiple, successive requests, including follow-on inquiries. To 
submit a request:
 § Become a LEDS GP Member at ledsgp.org/join
 § Visit http://ledsgp.org/assistance or send an email to Bethany 

Speer at (bethany.speer@nrel.gov).
A REAL moderator will initiate a conversation within two  
business days by email or phone, and an expert will contact  
you shortly thereafter.

REAL IN ACTION

NETWORK OF EXPERTS
The LEDS GP collaborates closely with the CDKN Climate 
Finance Advisory Service and the Clean Energy Solutions 
Center’s Ask an Expert program to support the REAL service. 
The REAL network currently includes experts from: 
 § Climate Development Knowledge Network (CDKN)
 § Climate Technology Initiative - Private Financing  

Advisory Network 
 § E3G - Third Generation Environmentalism 
 § Ecofys 
 § National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
 § LEAD Program (Nexant) 
 § United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
 § Victoria Transport Policy Institute
 § World Resources Institute 
 § LEDS Global Partnership member organizations.

This list is continually expanding to include more organizations 
and individuals interested in providing assistance. We 
welcome suggestions from experts. Please recommend an 
organization—or nominate your own—by contacting Bethany 
Speer (bethany.speer@nrel.gov).

Depending on your specific questions  
and needs, REAL experts can: 
 § Review draft strategies
 § Analyze optional measures or analytic 

approaches 
 § Compile data and information 
 § Share approaches that other countries  

have used 
 § Facilitate links with peers 
 § Share lessons and best practices from 

experiences across countries 
 § Advise and provide links to programs that can 

provide more in-depth assistance. 
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